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University of Cumbria    UB17/47 
      
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS  CONFIRMED 
     
Minutes of the meeting held on 17 May 2018 
     

Present: Mr E Cartwright (Chair), Miss F Aiken, Mr D Allen, Mrs E Bales, Mr C Bush,  
Revd Canon C Butland, Professor L Challis, Mrs C Hensman, Mr G Donnelly, 
Professor John Lee, Professor J Mennell, Miss H Price, Mrs J Stannard 

 

     
In attendance: Mr T Best (Portfolio & Programme Development Manager) (for pre-board 

presentations only) 
Dr J Brown (University Secretary) 
Mr D Chesser (Chief Operating Officer) 
Professor S de Freitas (Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic) 
Ms J Pugh (Director of Marketing & Recruitment) (for pre-board presentations 
only) 
Mrs J Whitfield (Administration & Governance Manager) 

 

 
Pre-Board Presentations: 
 
Portfolio Review Outcomes 
A summary of the presentation received was recorded as a separate confidential minute. 
 
University of Cumbria Brand 
The background and context to the refresh of the University brand, conducted in line with the 
institutional Strategic Plan, was outlined by the Director of Marketing & Recruitment. 
 
A considerable amount of research had informed the brand redevelopment, including a review of 
NSS data and insights into changes within the HE environment in the UK and globally to identify 
best practice and sector trends, i.e. online learning. Ethnographic work had also been undertaken 
with students and staff to co-create the forward proposals for the brand. 
 
The brand pillars in terms of People, Place and Partnership were outlined: 
 

• People – we believe in individuals, not numbers 
• Place – we believe in pride of place 
• Partnership – partnerships provide prosperity 

 
Brand values were aligned to the Strategic Plan and had been developed through a series of “Why 
Discovery” sessions informed by staff and students across the university. The core proposition of 
the brand was “Being. Enriched.” and would run through all marketing content and materials. 
 
The general principles of the brand and any associated imagery and typography were presented. 
Vibrancy, energy and boldness had been injected into the brand through the use of campus-specific 
patterns and colour. Brand proposition visuals were shared with Directors. 
Directors asked regarding the accessibility of design elements for visually impaired users. It was 
confirmed that all materials would be user tested from the perspective of the Disability 
Discrimination Act and other accessibility compliance. 
 
Directors welcomed the clear link with the institutional strategy and the vibrancy and boldness of 
the brand and design work, and stressed the importance of staff engagement and support of the 
new brand identity. 
 
17:52 Apologies for absence  Verbal 
 There were none. 

 
 

17:53 Declaration of Interests Verbal 
 There were none.  
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17:54 Minutes of the previous meeting UB17/35 
 The minutes of the meeting held on 17 April 2018 were approved as an 

accurate record. 
 

 

17:55 Matters Arising Verbal 
  

17:42 Risk Register 
The Vice Chancellor confirmed that the Audit & Risk Committee would 
receive a revised KPI set and scorecard at its meeting on 7 June. 
 
17:43 REF 
The Vice Chancellor reported that the reconvened REF Steering Group had 
now met and was progressing an action plan around preparations and 
submission for the next exercise. 
 

 

SUBSTANTIVE ITEMS   
     
17:56 Vice Chancellors’ Report 

 
UB17/36 

 Received: a) A report from the Vice Chancellor 
b) An update on policy changes and developments 

December 2017 to April 2018 
c) A summary of the Vice Chancellor’s activities and 

engagements 

 

     
 Apprenticeships & FE 

Developments around the apprenticeships agenda were presented, along 
with an update on the Borderlands initiative and subsequent impact on the 
institutional Estates Strategy, which was to be discussed as a confidential 
item at the end of the meeting. 
 
DLHE 
The institutional DLHE results for students who graduated in 2016-17, and 
reflecting their status 6 months after graduation, whether in work or 
further study, were outlined. These remained embargoed until the end of 
June. In all but one area, relating to a very small cohort, the institutional 
results had improved significantly, and the AOP target of 70% had been 
met and exceeded. An improvement of 4% for professional destinations 
had been seen, which would positively affect future league table 
placements and TEF metrics. 
 
Retention 
An overall improvement of 1% had been seen, which reflected 
improvements in underlying indicators which would feed positively in to 
the financial position and student satisfaction results. 
 
League Table Placements 
The University had ranked 35th in the recent WhatUni Student Choice 
awards, based on current student feedback. This represented a 60-place 
improvement over the previous year, and was felt to be a real indication 
of the positive impact of all initiatives undertaken to improve the student 
experience and outcomes. 
 
The Guardian League Table results were expected shortly, and no real 
improvements in placement were envisaged as the rankings were based 
on historical data. The first uplift should start to be seen in the Times 
League Table in August. 
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Directors offered congratulations to all staff and leaders across the 
institution for the extremely positive results achieved with regard to the 
WhatUni awards. 
 
OfS Registration 
A significant amount of work was ongoing, and would be covered in detail 
under the current agenda. 
 
Fees & Funding Review Consultation  
The University had fed into the Fees & Funding Review consultation, and 
had supported the MillionPlus submission. In particular, the specific 
challenges in recruitment and operational terms within the region had 
been highlighted. 
 
Development Advisory Group 
Although the Group was not a formal committee of the Board, it involved 
Board members and Associate Directors. Discussions with members had 
taken place to identify the forward focus and utilisation of the group’s 
expertise to support the executive to secure investment for future plans. 
The Nominations Committee had recently endorsed the Vice Chancellor’s 
recommendation to disband the group and, on an annual basis, to provide 
a prioritised list of developments for the Board’s consideration and for 
progression via appropriate committees. 
 
Ambleside Strategy 
It was confirmed that the formalised plans for the Ambleside Campus 
would be completed by the end of August, under the work of an 
established steering group. An update against the 9 different strands of 
work was provided by the Vice Chancellor in the report provided.  
 
Action: The Vice Chancellor to share the Ambleside Strategy report, 
which was used to shape forward plans, to Directors for information. 
 
Directors stressed the importance of marketing and increasing awareness 
of the National School of Forestry, based at the Ambleside Campus. The 
Vice Chancellor reported on the development of a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Askham Bryan College to raise the profile of the 
National School of Forestry. 
 

 AGREED To note the report provided 
 

 

17:57 Students’ Union Report 
 

UB17/37 

 Received: A report from the Students’ Union  
     
 UCSU Report: 

A report on recent Student Union activity was provided by the Student 
Director, with key items highlighted as follows: 
 

• The success of the recent staff and student Salute Awards was 
reported. 

• Work was ongoing, informed by student feedback, to develop 
Ambleside Welcome Weeks and an increased presence of the UCSU 
on campus. 

• Increased presence had been established at the Brampton Road 
Campus, and the UCSU team would be in attendance at the 
forthcoming degree exhibitions. 

• UCSU Officers would also be attending the London Campus to 
welcome the incoming cohort. 
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• A group of nine student nurses had travelled to Parliament as part 
of the #bringbackbursaries campaign. 

 
It was confirmed that the Student Director would have to offer apologies 
for the July meeting of the Board, but would provide a report on behalf of 
the incoming Student Director. 
 
Directors queried the increase in student support cases undertaken by the 
UCSU, and asked whether this was representative of an underlying issue. 
The Student Director responded that it was felt to be as a result of 
assessment appeals due to the time of year.  
 
Action: The Student Director to provide further details to Directors out 
with the meeting. 
 
In response to Directors’ questions, it was confirmed that the initiatives 
undertaken to increase engagement with the voting process for Officers 
had been particularly successful this year. 
 
The Chair of the Board offered formal thanks to the Student Director for 
her contributions to the Board during her term of office. 

   
 AGREED To receive and note the report  
    
17:58 Finance Report 

 
UB17/38 

 Received: a) Summary of financial performance to date 
b) Update on banking matters 

 

 

 This item was recorded as a separate confidential minute. 
 

 

17:59 Budget and Business Planning 
 

UB17/39 

 Received: • AOP status report 2017-18 
• Draft top-level Annual Operating Plan 2018-19 
• Draft budget 2018-19 
• Draft financial forecasts 2018-19 onwards 

 

  
AOP Status Update 2017-18 and Draft AOP 2018-19 
A status update on current progress against the AOP 2017-18 was 
provided by the Chief Operating Officer. 25 out of 31 objectives were now 
assessed as Green (on target in terms of outcomes and timelines) or 
Yellow (on target in terms of outcomes, but timelines have lengthened, 
but will still be delivered in 2017/18). An outline of the process and 
timescales for the institutional planning round was also provided. 
 
A new AOP had been devised for 2018-19, and was presented to Directors 
for information as a draft. It was currently being further refined in line 
with the budget. It was confirmed that the forward Estates Strategy would 
be presented to the Finance & Resources Committee in June, and to the 
Board in July along with the final AOP and budget. 
 
Directors welcomed the reduction in the number of key objectives under 
the AOP 2018-19 from the previous year, and the continuance of key 
themes from the 2017-18 AOP. There was felt to be appropriate clarity 
and tie-in to the institutional Strategic Plan. Directors stressed the 
importance of realistic targets, given the ambitious targets and timescales 
set the previous year, in order to build on the work done to date and to 
ensure consistent improvement.  
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The Vice Chancellor confirmed that any slippage in terms of timescales 
and delivery of the 2017-18 AOP was primarily due to the extended 
absence of a senior member of the executive, rather than a reflection of 
the targets themselves. 
 
It was suggested that the AOP be reordered to position items relating to 
the student experience first, in line with the clear expectation of the Office 
for Students.  
 
Action: The Chief Operating Office to amend the document accordingly. 
 
Draft 2018-19 Budget and Financial Forecasts: 
The full papers, as presented to the Finance & Resources Committee, were 
provided to the Board in order to demonstrate the process undertaken in 
the development of budget and the forward financial forecasts and the 
overall context of the budget.  The draft budget had been designed to 
build financial resilience in future years. Key elements were presented by 
the Chief Operating Officer. 
 
It was confirmed that the final budget and financial forecasts would return 
for approval by the Finance & Resources Committee in June, and the 
Board in July. 
 
The Chair of the Finance & Resources Committee confirmed the student 
recruitment position and forecast. The overall recruitment target was 
close to what had been forecast for the current year, however the profile 
of applications was different, and HEFCE contract recruitment was lower 
than anticipated. The reporting provided highlighted the gap that would 
result if income remained at current levels, tuition fees dropped and cost 
management did not take place. With refreshed branding and significant 
targeted marketing activity, contract income growth and careful cost 
management, there was confidence that an upward trajectory could be 
achieved. The alignment of the Strategic Plan, academic portfolio and 
financial strategy was key to achieving this outcome. 
 
Directors expressed satisfaction that the University’s financial planning 
was becoming more secure, despite high levels of uncertainty and 
volatility within the sector. 
 

 AGREED 
 

• To note the current status against the AOP 2017-18 
• To note the draft AOP 2018-19  
• To note the draft budget 2018-19 and forward financial 

forecasts 
 

 

17:60 Office for Students Registration 
 

UB17/40 

 Received: The draft institutional submission for submission to the 
Office for Students, including: 
• Management & Governance Self-Assessment 
• Student Protection Plan 
• Consumer Protection Law Self-Assessment 
• Access & Participation Plan 
• Registration Form 

 

  
OfS Registration: 
The University Secretary confirmed that, as presented to the Board in 
April 2018, the Office for Students was now operational and there were a 
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range of conditions of registration that the University was required to 
meet in its formal submission.  
 
The institutional registration documentation in response to the initial 
conditions was presented for Directors’ consideration. The Student 
Protection Plan and Access & Participation Plan had been considered and 
commented on by both the Finance & Resources and the Academic 
Governance Committees to inform the further development of these key 
submission elements.  Academic Governance Committee had also 
reviewed the Consumer Protection Law self-assessment. 
 
It was confirmed that the Directors’ information had been included within 
the Registration Form, but not been circulated to maintain confidentiality. 
 
Directors’ attention was drawn to the requirement that they confirm their 
review and satisfaction with the documents. Each element was considered 
in turn, with outcomes and key discussion as follows: 
 
Management & Governance Self-Assessment 
Directors confirmed their satisfaction with this document and had no 
further comments. 
 
Student Protection Plan 
It was confirmed that the Plan contained an embedded Refund & 
Compensation Policy, and that both elements had had been devised in 
consultation with students. Legal advice had also been sought and 
resulting changes would be incorporated into the documentation prior to 
submission. It was confirmed that the legal advisors had concluded the 
document was in line with sector best practice. 
 
The Chair of the Academic Governance Committee confirmed that the 
Committee had been satisfied with the content, subject to final legal 
review. The Committee had stressed that clear communication was 
required to highlight to students that all institutions were required to have 
plans in place with regard to course and institutional closure. 
 
Consumer Protection Law Self-Assessment 
This document set out the institutional approach and process in line with 
CMA guidance, and had been considered in detail by the Academic 
Governance Committee. A Unistats audit had been conducted by Uniac, 
the University’s internal auditors, and a further significant review had 
been scheduled to confirm the self-assessment in 2018/19. 
 
It was suggested that the institutional compliance with the UUK Code of 
Practice for Accommodation should be referenced within the document.  
 
Action: The Staff Director to provide details to the University Secretary 
for inclusion. 
 
Access & Participation Plan 
The APP had been considered in draft by both the Academic Governance 
and Finance & Resources Committee. It was confirmed that the Plan 
replaced the former Access Agreement and provided a more significant 
focus on student outcomes. A summary of the key points of the Plan was 
provided in the papers.  
 
Following the circulation of the papers, a comment had been included at 
the recommendation of the Finance & Resources Committee to ensure 
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consistency of understanding as to what student numbers had been 
included. The amendment was noted and endorsed by the Board.  
 
The Chair of the Academic Governance Committee reported that the 
Committee considered the APP to be the most significant element of the 
OfS submission, and a source of rich data in future years for progression 
tracking and monitoring.  
 
The Chair of the Finance & Resources Committee highlighted the Widening 
Participation aspects of the APP and the strength of the University’s 
expertise in this area and case studies with regard to the student 
experience. 
 
Registration Form 
Directors queried how their personal information would be updated when 
new pecuniary interests were reported. The University Secretary 
confirmed that there was an ongoing requirement for the University to 
maintain an up to date log of pecuniary interests. Directors were asked to 
notify the Administration & Governance Manager or herself as soon as 
possible in the event of any changes. Other documentation would be 
updated on an annual basis. 
 
It was confirmed that the deadline for submission of the registration 
documentation was 23 May 2018, with outcomes to be reported by the 
commencement of the first recruitment round in October. A specific date 
was yet to be communicated by the OfS. 
 
Directors noted the significant amount of work undertaken by the 
University Secretary and OfS Registration Group in developing the 
institutional submission, and expressed thanks for their hard work. 
 
Directors requested future reporting on trans-national partnerships and 
developments.  
 
Action: The Vice Chancellor and Chief Operating Officer to report to a 
future meeting. 
 

 AGREED 
 

To formally approve the submission of the institutional 
registration documentation to the Office for Students, 
subject to the amendments to the Access & Participation 
Plan and Student Protection Plan outlined above 
 

 

17:61 University Brand 
 

UB17/41 

 Received: A paper outlining the rationale and key elements of the 
refreshed institutional branding 

 

  
Formal thanks were recorded to the Director of Marketing for her earlier 
presentation, and Directors expressed their positive impressions of the 
refreshed brand. 
 
Action: Directors welcomed the use of shapes and patterns within the 
vibrant branding, but it was agreed to review the use of two particular 
symbols within the campus level designs that could potentially be 
misinterpreted. 
 

 

 AGREED 
 

To note and endorse the refreshed institutional branding 
To recommend re-consideration of the campus-specific 
symbols used within the branding 
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17:62 Academic Matters 
 

UB17/42 

 Received: A summary of the key matters arising from the minutes of 
the Academic Board meeting held 24 April 2018 
 

 

 The key matters from the meeting of Academic Board held on 24 April 
2018 were outlined as follows: 
 
• The Vice Chancellor drew Directors’ attention to Academic Board’s 

approval of the Research, Enterprise & Innovation Strategy, which had 
been developed in line with the new Strategic Plan. The Strategy 
aimed to provide a set of focus and priorities to ensure its better use 
by Academic Departments and Research Centres, and to identify gaps 
in provision, particularly around Health, Sport and Wellbeing. The 
Strategy had also been considered in full by the Academic Governance 
Committee and was signposted within the papers for further detailed 
review if wished. 

• Academic Board had also received a presentation on the outcomes of 
the Portfolio Review Project. 

• Subject to consultation with students, Academic Board considered and 
approved revisions to the Academic Regulations around reassessment 
opportunities for students and progression, with a firm emphasis on 
improving outcomes and options for students and better alignment 
with good practice in the sector. 

 
The Chair of the Academic Governance Committee reported that the 
Committee had also considered the outcomes of the Portfolio Review 
Project, the Academic Infrastructure project and the proposed changes to 
the Academic Regulations. Directors were heartened at the steps being 
taken to reduce the administrative burden across the University. 
 
Detailed consideration had also been given by Academic Governance 
Committee to the current position with regard to processes to pick up on 
why lower levels of first-class and 2:1 degrees were being achieved by 
students. It was felt that good traction was being achieved in this area, as 
part of the streamlined review of the infrastructure. 
 

 

 AGREED 
 

To note the report a presented 
To note and endorse Academic Board’s approval of the 
Research, Enterprise & Innovation Strategy 
 

 

17:63 Governance Matters 
 

UB17/43 

 Received: • An update on the development of the forward meeting 
schedule for University Board and its Committees 

• An update and recommendations from the Nominations 
Committee 

 

 

 Forward Dates for University Board and its Committees 
The Chair Designate confirmed that work was ongoing to identify the 
correct timings and linkages of the Board and its sub-committees for the 
2018-19 academic year. 
 
It was proposed that the timetable for the year would be provided to the 
Chair Designate and Committee Chairs once available for them to confirm 
the dates and identify preferred locations for each meeting. Once a new 
pattern was established, the programme for 2019-20 would also be 
confirmed. Directors agreed the proposal. 
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Update and Recommendations from the Nominations Committee 
A summary of the key business of the meeting of the Nominations 
Committee held on 13 April 2018 was provided. 
 
The University Secretary confirmed that Church approval had been 
received to extend Professor John Lee’s second term as a Church nominee 
for the full three year term, i.e. until July 2020. Professor Lee had also 
agreed to the extension. 
 
The Nomination Committee had also recommended that Ms J Johnston be 
promoted from Associate Director to Director for an initial 3-year term of 
office from 1 August 2018 to 31 July 2021. The Board approved the 
proposal. 
 
There were currently an additional two vacancies for Directors for the 
2018-19 year onwards, and the Committee had agreed that an 
advertisement would be drafted for approval by the Chair, Chair Designate 
and Vice Chancellor. 
 
It was reported, that Mr K Engel was unable to continue in his role as 
Associate Director due to work commitments and had resigned.  
 
The Chair of the Board reported on a recent approach from the Trade 
Unions regarding the process of reappointment of the Staff Director. The 
Memorandum and Articles of Association did not refer to the process to be 
undertaken at the end of each term of office. The Trade Unions’ position 
was that the process should be one of re-election by staff. The 
Nominations Committee had considered and agreed the proposal, and it 
was stressed that this in no way reflected a judgement on the 
performance of the current Staff Director, which was seen to be 
exemplary.  
 
It was confirmed that the Staff Director’s current term of office would 
continue for a further 2 years 6 months to end of term, at which point an 
election would take place. 
 

 AGREED 
 

• To note and endorse the extension of the term of office 
for Professor J lee for a further 3 year period 

• To approve the promotion of Ms J Johnston from 
Associate Director to Director for an initial 3-year term 

• To note the resignation of Associate Director Mr K Engel 
• To note the intention to recruit an additional 3 

Directors to the Board to commence during the 2018-
19 academic year 

• To note the committee memberships for 2018-19 
• To approve the process of reappointment of the Staff 

Directors, as agreed with the Trade Unions 
 

 

17:64 University Board Committees 
 

UB17/44-45 

 Received: • A summary of the key business of the meeting of the 
Nominations Committee held on 13 April 2018 

• A summary from the Chair of the key business of the 
meeting of the Academic Governance Committee held 
on 8 May 2018 

• The minutes of the meeting of the Finance & Resources 
committee held on 22 March 2018 
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• A summary from the Chair of the key business of the 
meeting of the Finance & Resources Committee held on 
10 May 2018 

 
 Nominations Committee 13 April 2018 

A summary of the key business of the meeting had been provided under 
17:63. 
 
Academic Governance Committee 8 May 2018: 
A verbal summary of the key business of the meeting was provided by the 
Chair of Committee. 
 
In particular, it was confirmed that the Committee had reviewed the 
outcomes of the Postgraduate Experience Survey (PRES) 2017 and the 
associated institutional action plan and found both to be satisfactory. 
 
The Chair confirmed that, according to the Committee Terms of 
Reference, the work of the committee was scheduled to be reviewed at 
the end of its first year of operation. A process for review had been 
agreed, whereby the Vice Chancellor’s Executive was to produce an 
executive summary of the committee’s work to date, for review in an 
extended session at the next meeting in June. 
 
Finance & Resources Committee 22 March and 10 May 2018: 
The Chair confirmed the key business considered by the Committee at its 
March meeting, as outlined in the paper. 
 
The Committee had last met on 10 May at the London Campus, and had 
received a tour of the London estate. The tours of campus conducted over 
the previous year had been very useful preparation for consideration of 
the forward Estates Strategy in June 2018. 
 

 

 AGREED To note the minutes and meeting summaries as presented  
 

RESTRICTED ITEMS 
All attendees other than University Board Directors and the University Secretary withdrew from the 
meeting. 
 
17:65 Restricted Minutes of the Previous Meeting 

 
UB17/46 

 Received: The restricted minutes of the meeting of University Board 
held on 17 April 2018 
 

 

 This item was recorded as a separate confidential minute. 
 

 

17:66 Vice Chancellor’s Update 
 

Verbal 

 Received: An update from the Vice Chancellor 
 

 

 This item was recorded as a separate confidential minute. 
 

 

17:67 Dates of future meetings:  Verbal 
 Thursday 5 July 2018, Carlisle Fusehill Street Campus  
 


